How to Teach using Group Assignments
The 7 step formula for fair and effective team assessment
Peer assessment

Group assignment

Build diverse, equally-capable teams

Create a survey that measures teamwork
competencies valued by employers
Train students to assess
honestly and accurately against
your peer assessment rubric

START
HERE
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STEP 1: PREPARE

STEP 2: TEAM

Goal: Prepare the team assignment as an authentic
learning experience

TIP
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Review and adapt good examples of
assignments presented in educational
forums such as team-based learning
(TBL), Problem-Based Learning and
Project-Based Learning (PBL).

✔ Design your assignment to demand the highest level
course and programme outcomes appropriate for your
class.

Before we introduce our class
to their team assignment, we
must create an engaging
assignment that meets
academic learning outcomes
and develops teamwork
competencies valued by
employers.

✔ Frame the team's deliverables as outputs likely to be
valued by a client, the students' profession, industry or
field of employment.
✔ Ensure the assignment description emphasises that
teammate peer assessment will be used to reward extra
effort whilst also penalising freeloading and
dysfunctional team behaviour.
✔ Design to require a collaborative effort.

Goal: Build your class into equally-capable teams
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When we first introduce the
team assignment to our
students we establish our
expectation for professional
teamwork delivered by all
teammates. We emphasise
that we will adjust individual
grades fairly, proportional to
the peer-assessed
contribution of each
teammate to their team's
delivered outputs.
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STEP 3: TRAIN

Goal: Create and distribute the peer assessment survey
✔ Define the peer assessment survey using the TEAMSET
you created in STEP 2.
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Delay distributing the peer assessment to
your students until soon AFTER you have
trained them how to assess, give and
receive feedback. Making the survey
available during a class contact session
gives you the assurance that students
have access to the correct survey and
receive notification alerts generated by
the survey platform.

We create and distribute the
teammate peer assessment
survey to all the teams in our
class. Our students must also
be alert to receiving
notifications about provisional
results and requests we might
make to resubmit an
unsatisfactory response.

✔ Use an activity title to provide a helpful description for
your students.
✔ Specify the availability, date, time, and deadline for
students to undertake the survey.
✔ Advise your students how they should access the
survey, and how to review notifications about its progress
and feedback results.
✔ Ensure your students advise you of team composition
omissions or corrections as soon as possible.

Goal: Train your students to give honest feedback
accurately
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We give our students practice
in using the survey instrument
so they can accurately,
honestly, and constructively
assess and provide
developmental guidance to
their teammates. With our
students, we fine-tune the
survey rubric to align with the
professional teamwork
competencies expected from
our students' level of study.
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As our survey progresses, we
might request a resubmission
from a student who appears
to have rated others unfairly
or assesses their contribution
to a degree markedly different
from the assessment made by
their teammates. We might
need to adjust the
composition of a team by
adding or dropping a
teammate.

Conduct a formative and summative
teammate peer assessment with your class.
An early formative peer assessment
familiarises your students with the teammate
peer assessment process. Furthermore, it
gives poorly rated students a fair opportunity
to raise the quality of their contributions to
outputs and teamwork processes.

STEP 6: FEEDBACK

Goal: Manage the peer assessment survey

Adjust the spread of peer-assessed
grades within teams so that for most
teams, high contributors gain a welljustified boost to their result grade.
Conversely, confirm that extremely lowrated teammates are awarded near fail
peer-assessed grades. The grades should
be consistent with the qualitative
feedback they receive.

TIP

✔ Explain how receiving feedback improves teammates’
contribution, reduces team dysfunction, and improves
fair grade outcomes.
✔ Align the teamwork learning competencies sought
through your assignment with the teammate peer
assessment survey rubric.
✔ Practice students applying the survey rubric to
examples of outstanding, average, and poorly
contributing teammates.
✔ Practice your students giving constructive
developmental advice based on performance to date.
✔ Explain the consequences for students who
excessively overrate, underrate, or neglect their
responsibility to assess constructively.
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STEP 5: MANAGE
TIP

Introduce your students to their teams and
the team assignment as early as possible in
their learning schedule. Have teams develop
and apply a psychological contract that
defines how they will work together. Give
students the earliest opportunity to work
together especially when they conduct virtual
teamwork beyond the convenience of the
classroom or campus.
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STEP 4: SURVEY
TIP

TIP

✔ Organise your class list into named teams of ideally
five students per team, balancing scarce characteristics
(academic achievement, age, gender, country of origin)
equally amongst teams: your TEAMSET.
✔ Introduce the team assignment.
✔ Explain the role of the team assignment in developing
your students' critical teamwork competencies valued by
employers.
✔ Emphasise that you use teammate peer assessment to
adjust PERSONAL GRADES above or below the TEAM
RESULT you will award for each team's delivered outputs.
✔ Conduct team-building exercises to help your student
teams gain confidence in working productively with each
other, both within and beyond your classroom.
✔ Explain other critical aspects of your assignment's
specification.

✔ Identify symptoms of unacceptable rating behaviour by
teams or individuals. Request resubmissions when
appropriate.
✔ Correct promptly a team's composition when notified
by a student.
✔ Remind late submitters to submit their peer
assessment responses.
✔ Calibrate the spread of personal grades across each
team to ensure 'motivationally fair' results among high
peer assessed and low peer assessed teammates.
✔ Proactively identify students at risk of failure or
expulsion from their team. Prepare to counsel them!
✔ Publish provisional results for view by students and
remedy issues identified by students.

Goal: Promote courageous conversations among your
students
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We calculate each student's
personal grade combining
their average peer-assessed
score with the team result we
awarded for the team's
outputs. We despatch a
personalised report to each
student comprising their
personal grade and the
developmental feedback to
guide improvement in their
future teamwork.

TIP

✔ Enter the results you award for each team's delivered
outputs: TEAM RESULTS.
✔ Conduct quality assurance review of results.
✔ Despatch peer assessed results for review by students.
✔ Support and encourage your students to engage in
courageous conversations with their teammates.
✔ Ensure students understand their received feedback
and act proactively to improve their future teamwork
behaviour.
✔ Identify opportunities for improvement to the weaker
teamwork competencies. Discuss remedies with class.
✔ Respond proactively to critical areas of feedback
identified by your students to you.

Help each team build psychological safety
amongst its teammates. Encourage your
students to develop the courage to ask 'What
is the one thing I do that gets in the way of
our team's effectiveness?' (Heen, 2015)
After receiving the answer, your students
should restrict their response to 'Thank you, I
appreciate your feedback' or ‘Please explain’.
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STEP 7: IMPROVE

Motivational fairness: The personal grades spread
within each team are related to the average peerassessed score received by each team member.

Goal: Improve the next cycle of your students' team
assignments
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Compare the statistics and patterns in
charts resulting from your team
assessment with examples of good
practice. Anticipate issues of ineffective
peer assessment practice by improving
your assignment design, peer
assessment training, and support for
courageous conversations within teams
following your formative feedback.

We examine the feedback,
charts, data and analytics
resulting from our peer
assessment to help improve
our design of future team
assignments and our next
conduct of teammate peer
assessment.

Students at risk of failure: An extreme low personal
grade should reflect the qualitative feedback received
by the team member.

✔ Were there critical areas of feedback provided to you
from your students? Refine your assignment
specifications, and the teaching and learning process.
Above
TEAM RESULT
Below

✔ Were there symptoms that the class as a whole tended
to rate a majority of their teammates above average?
Consider more effort in STEP 3 to overcome this so-called
Lake Wobegon Effect.

PERSONAL GRADE

TIP

✔ Did some students fail to improve their peer-assessed
performance following a low formative peer assessment?
Did others rate themselves unrealistically? Counsel them.
✔ Consider introducing formal training for relatively weak
teamwork competencies that were identified in STEP 6.

TEAMS

RESOURCES AND LINKS
Good practice

Lake Wobegon effects

Weak teamwork competencies

Unrealistically high self-assessment

Peer-assessed
Self-assessed
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View how a technology platform streamlines the peer assessment
survey management and feedback steps
http://tinyurl.com/papflyby2020

Check out our comprehensive webinar Improving Group
Assignments through Peer Feedback and Peer Assessment
http://bit.ly/2wLlbfU

Read our eBook that elaborates these ideas and theories
https://www.peerassesspro.com/ebook-how-to-teach-using-teamassignments/

Watch the video that introduces these ideas
http://tinyurl.com/papako2019

Learn how peer feedback develops leadership capabilities
for the world of the virtual workplace
https://www.peerassesspro.com/virtual-teamwork-gettinglearning-right-in-the-age-of-lockdown/
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